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ABSTRACT

The necessity of offering photoelectric experiment general elective courses, such as the experiments of modern optical and innovational photoelectric design for non optic-electric’s science and engineering students were discussed based on the analysis of the status quo and problems in experimental general elective course in science and engineering colleges of our country. And the characters of photoelectric disciplines, the goal of science and engineering quality-oriented education and the reform of science education at home and abroad were also considered. The instructional objectives, contents and characteristics of the courses were investigated. The specific methods, the CDIO (conceive, design, implement and operate) mode in the general courses has been proposed; the experiences and practical effects of offering these courses were concluded.
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1. INTRODUCTION

National medium-and Long-Term plain for Education Reform Development (2010-2020) pointed out wholly enforcement the undergraduate teaching quality and teaching reform project, efforts to promote quality education, promotion the communication with each subject, encourage students to participate in research, strengthen the practice teaching, improve the quality of personnel training. In order to strengthen the students’ comprehensive ability, meeting the requirements for quality education, tendency of higher education developing, common basis elective general courses are subjected to the value more and more in the position and role of education in universities. However, it is limited by conditions, there is relative few experiment courses in this kind of elective courses. Wang Daheng, the father of China optics summarized the field of optic-electricity: Optics is both old and new, but the future is rosy. It can be seen, the optic-electric experiment has an irreplaceable role in training students’ scientific inquiry ability. Science and technology education should combine with the actual social development, optic-electric specialized courses not only offer in the professional major, but also should be offered elective general courses in other majors, to popularize the optic-electric quality-oriented education. The optic-electric problems in daily life can be answered directly in the traditional type of optic-electric science and engineering courses, making the students whose majors are non optic-electric science and engineering can not answer the problems related to the optic-electric in daily life, not to mention to engage in simple practical optical design skills. This obviously can not adapt the requirement of high education to comprehensive cultivation of talents in science and engineering. In this case, offering elective general courses such as modern optical experiments, photoelectric design innovation experiments courses, etc for the non optic-electric students has great significance.

2. DEFINITUDE TEACHING AIM

Experimental general elective courses include cognitive general elective courses, design class general elective courses, racing general elective courses according to the nature of courses¹. Traditional experimental teaching emphasizes the result too much, students just follow the teachers’ instructions and the practice instructions to complete the experiment passively. The dominant method of teaching, the teachers usually ignore the students’ scientific inquire, independent learning, independent analysis to solve the problems such as the cultivation of comprehensive ability, which contrary to the modern education of "teaching" to give a new meaning—"teaching students learning"². For the non optic-electric science and engineering students learning the optic-electric elective general courses, needs to innovate the teaching
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method according to professional characteristics and training.

Offering the photoelectric general elective courses is to achieve the goal of cultivating the students with a multidisciplinary way of thinking and a variety of methods to analyze the problems and develop the abilities, expand their horizons, learn more knowledge and improve the students scientific literacy. By learning photoelectric general elective courses, the students can further from the angle of scientific research and discuss question ability, widen the vision, inspire the mind, initiate the inspiration. At the same time, it can also make the students develop broad knowledge by learning the photoelectric general elective courses, post understanding, promote the intersection between the disciplines, broaden the students horizons. For the non optic-electric science and engineering students, offering the modern optical experiment, general elective courses, such as optic-electric design innovation experiment has both cognitive, design, racing function: First and foremost, through offering optic-electric general elective courses, the students can understand and cognitive the optic-electric theory and experiment. In addition, through introducing the CDIO mode into the teaching of the course, to make the students develop the ability of design and development of optic-electric products, get the ability of training in optical, mechanical and electrical, numerical integration system design. Last but not least, it is necessary to pay attention to cultivation of the students innovation ability in the curriculum, to provide the national students design competition of optic-electric training platform.

3. HIGHLIGHTING CHARACTERISTICS OF COURSES

Curriculum system is the important carrier which can realize the talents training target and mission, it determines the knowledge structure of the education subject, ability structure, and the overall quality, it is the core of the teaching plan. In the teaching process of science and engineering optic-electric, from the solid theoretical basis, offering courses such as college physics, optics, solid state physics, mathematical physics method, signal and system, hardware description language besides courses of circuit and electronic technique. On the basis of teaching reform, following the principle of "value foundation, broad knowledge, strengthening ability". Offering a system of optic-electric information science and engineering courses, taking advantage of strengthening the basic theory, developing the professional caliber, paying attention to practice teaching, choosing the professional direction well, and increasing the elective courses proportion. For offering the science optic-electric general elective experimental courses to lay the theoretical foundation. Hence, the optimized theory curriculum system should consists five parts: public basic course, the quality of administration in humanities and social science courses, the platform of basic courses, professional disciplines and professional direction courses. Detailed as follows:

Table 1. Theoretical teaching link.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic socializing courses</th>
<th>Compulsory</th>
<th>Advanced mathematics (science), Linear algebra, Probability and mathematical statistics, Foreign language, C language programming, Sports, Physical experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electives (6score)</td>
<td>Elective for scope of whole school</td>
<td>Thought morals tutelage and legal foundation, Principles of Marxism, Chinese modern history outline, Generality of Maoism, Socialism with Chinese characteristics, Management foundation of enterprise, Military theory, Education of college students health, Employment guide of college students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of administration in humanities and social science courses</td>
<td>Compulsory</td>
<td>Elective for scope of whole school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electives (6score)</td>
<td>Mechanical drawing, Circuit, Electronic technology, Thermodynamics and statistical physics, Electromagnetics and electrodynamics, Atomic physics and quantum mechanics, Method of mathematical physics, Solid state physics, Modern physics experiment, Mechanics and theoretical mechanics, Optics, Professional lectures</td>
<td>Signal and system, Principles of communication, Semiconductor device, Principles and applications of microcomputer, Digital integrated circuit design, Microelectronics design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discipline basic courses</td>
<td>Compulsory</td>
<td>Laser principle and technology, Optical system design, Optic-electric detection technology, optical fiber communication, Hardware description language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electives (6score)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to achieve the teaching goal, CDIO is introduced into the teaching of the course. CDIO is called "learning by doing", also known as project-based learning mode. The corresponding CDIO syllabus must be combined with the industry requirements, and the syllabus should be ongoing change. The students should carry out the syllabus of the industry of the major design, and carry out in accordance with the teaching mode based on CDIO engineering ability, it will eventually achieve the cultivation of the practical engineering application ability 3-4.

3.1 Introduction of CDIO

In view of CDIO, the students cultivated should have four aspects: basic knowledge of engineering, personal ability, interpersonal ability of team and engineering system, it should be introduced CDIO before teaching courses, teaching courses, and after teaching courses to make the students achieve the goal at the four aspects.

3.2 Introduction of CDIO before teaching courses

The optic-electric general elective courses has a function of online teaching resources, it can also realize the function such as teaching resources, teaching video, network courseware, virtual experiment, online communication, interactive experiment, online examination 5. Students utilize the network teaching resources before having courses, realizing the cultivation of students ability of CDIO in engineering foundation, and based on the students’ own thinking and the activity of solving problems, it can achieve the goal of self-learning in CDIO.

3.3 Introduction of CDIO when teaching courses

(1) Realization of integrative teaching project

During the courses of curriculum and teaching, realizing the innovation mode of learning theory in the process of experiment, teaching theory guides the experiment. Realizing the effective development of students’ abilities of engineering foundation, personal ability, and the abilities of engineering system in CDIO. Fusing basic personal ability, interpersonal ability and the cultivation of the ability to build products, process and system to achieve the rule of CDIO teaching project.

(2) Realization of learning goals and comprehensive learning experience

In the experiment teaching, students on the basis of completing the corresponding demonstration validation experiments, operating the comprehensive experiments, and then carry on the design of experimental design, and on the basis of the above cooperation with classmates on a creative experiment 6. Through the series of process and specific learning realizes the students’ personal abilities and interpersonal ability of team training effectively in CDIO, to achieve the principles of learning goal and comprehensive learning experience of CDIO.

(3) Realization of students’ assessment

Examination mode will be reformed for the courses, Establishing the scientific reasonable and student-oriented, covering the network preview, experimental operation, the final examination and defense way of curriculum assessment. The examination result contains: the final written examination, the ordinary time examination, experiment report, defense, etc. Each of them is at a certain percentage. The final written examination is focused on optic-electric design related the principles, equipment, and the experiment. It is paid attention to the process of experimental operation and the design capabilities in the ordinary time examination. The experiment report pays attention to the student’ abilities to grasp and understand the experiment, and the defense pays attention to the courses of optic-electric design innovation of the
students’ abilities ascension. At the same time, the students in their final examination, experiment report and the lowest score of the three links at ordinary times, the students must attend the question-and-answer session for good grades. Through the scientific evaluation to the students’ abilities of the basic personal and interpersonal skills, products, process and systems to build capability and subject knowledge to CDIO standards of students’ evaluation into the assessment.

3.4 Introduction of CDIO after teaching courses

(1) Realization of design and implementation experience

For the students whose grades are excellent and the innovation abilities are outstanding, these students will be accepted the follow-up training project. They will be trained in the laboratory of optic-electric science and innovation laboratory or optic-electric engineering practice laboratory for one year. During the process of training, it will be provided a resources such as training platform for the students through college students’ innovation entrepreneurial training plan, college students’ innovation experiment, and the relevant course design and the graduation design project team, teachers’ research projects. The students who attend the follow-up training should obtain an authorized patent or publish a related paper at least, and should be recommended to participate the national students college optic-electric design competition. To achieve the design and implementation experience in the CDIO criterion in this way.

(2) Realization of engineering practice place

On the basis of curriculum, establishing a optic-electric science and technology innovation laboratory, optic-electric engineering practice laboratory, etc, perfecting the function of laboratory, it provides the conditions for various experiment competitions, college students’ innovation entrepreneurial training program, course design and graduation design, etc, and provide national students design competition of the optic-electric platform. It conforms to the rule of CDIO engineering practice in the workplace.

(3) Realization of improvement of teachers’ abilities and teachers’ teaching abilities

Realization of utilization of lab instrument, apparatus and resource sharing, it has a practical significance for experimental reforming technology related personal and teachers guide the students in school to participate the national college students design competition of optic-electric. It also has realistic meaning to implement for the teachers’ abilities and the teachers’ teaching abilities in the CDIO criterion.

4. SELECTION OF EXPERIMENT CONTAINS

It is determined the courses include two parts of teaching contains according the teaching purpose, combining the characteristics of courses, considering the schedules. The two parts are: the first is to introduce the basic theory of optics and optic-electric information and optic-electric devices, devices and basic experiment technology, with improving the students’ abilities to optics and optic-electric information theory and design, at the same time, providing the basis for the national college students optic-electric design competition. The second is to apply five great dozens of experimental projects such as optics generation, transmission, display, processing and design. Paying attention to develop the students’ abilities of independent design ability and innovation thinking. The excellent students are recommended to participate the national college students optic-electric design competition further.

It will be introduced the common used instruments and devices, the basic experimental technology, light generation, light transmission, display, processing and optic-electric design theory in the theory courses. It will be done natural light, polarized light, laser and characteristic of visible light experiment in the experimental courses of light generation. It will be done optical communication, laser optical transmission, optical fiber communication, spatial light, and special transmission mode of light experiment in the experimental courses of light transmission. It will be down CCD display, optical flat-panel display, spatial light display, and special display of light experiment in the experimental courses of light display. It will be down electric-optic and acousto-optic modulation, optical holography processing, liquid crystal light value processing, and AFM micro-nano processing experiment in the experimental courses of optical processing. It will be down light generation, transmission, display, processing, design of optic-electric integrated innovation experiment in the experiment courses of optical design. At the same time, on the completion of demonstration and verification, on the basis of comprehensive, designing experiment, the students complete an optic-electric design innovation experiment in teamwork, and use the result to reply in support.
5. REFORM THE METHOD OF INSPECTION

At present, the appraisal method of most of the experimental courses is to submit a report as the main basis. If the lab report is finished well, the result is excellent or good, on the other hand, the result is qualified or unqualified. It will ignore the students’ performance in class and after class, especially ignore the students’ innovation thinking. The students’ achievement can’t fully reflect the students grasp of the basic operation skills and proficiency, and whether has the preliminary design of experiment ability, analysis ability to the success or failure of the experiment, etc. To some extent, this is unfair and unreasonable, and damps down some of the students’ learning initiative and enthusiasm, it is harmful for quality education. To make the experimental courses play a more important role in quality education, in the reform of teaching methods, teaching mode should be also reformed at the same time, and the assessment of experimental courses should also be reformed to a certain extent, for the cultivation of high-quality talents.

For fair, just, reasonable and innovation of experimental assessment, it is necessary to take the oral examination, written examination, operation, reply support method to assess the students in addition to the manifestation to the students and their experimental report submitted for review. It is determined of the appraisal method according to the appraisal content, experimental conditions and the students’ specific circumstances. To make assessment of the courses reflects on the students’ self-study ability, hands-on ability, observation ability, analytical ability, the unity cooperation ability, written expression ability, independent innovation ability and the comprehensive evaluation of scientific experiment quality.

6. EVIDENCE OF PRACTICAL EFFECT

In the recent two years, six sessions of training program were set up through optic-electric experimental courses for cultivating students national college students’ innovative entrepreneurial project. The students get various awards related to the optic-electric courses such as the challenge cup, electronic design competition, the physical demonstration instrument design competition, Freescale intelligence car competition. The teachers complete five provincial teaching reform project in the process of curriculum reform, won two teaching achievement prizes at the provincial level, and it has accumulated profound basis in exploring the suitable education teaching method. Through learning these courses the students were build a good foundation for the post graduate entrance examination or looking for jobs. The students related qualities grow significantly in recent years. Most of the graduated students think that it has played a more obvious role of the students’ theory learning, experimental skills training, innovation ability training, design of the application system and the improvement of production capacity based on the teaching reform of the project.

7. CONCLUSION

Optic-electric experimental courses are the theory and practice, the medium of basic applied courses for the majoring students. As the general elective course, it plays a role of knowledge spread, thinking method and learning method training for the non optic-electric science and engineering students, and it implements the success they learned in class to practice and influence their future of study and life. It realized the practical, continuation and development of knowledge besides teaching knowledge.
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